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Abstract

Three-terminal (3T) tandem solar cells require an adapted module integration scheme

in order to explore their full efficiency potential. The three terminals allow to extract

the power of the top and bottom cell separately. In a cell string, the wide bandgap

top cells are interconnected in parallel to multiple bottom cells resulting in a parallel/

series interconnection. This interconnection scheme affects the operation of the sub-

cells, the resulting current path between the subcells, the layout of the cell intercon-

nects, and the system level. Here, we analyze by simulations and experiments the

aspects of the module integration of series- and reverse-connected 3T cells with

their practical impact on module processes and performance as well as the effect of

varying voltage ratios on the string-end losses. If the subcells are connected in series,

the module integration requires insulation layers and significantly longer intercon-

nects compared to devices with reverse-connected subcells. Tandem devices with a

reverse connection and a voltage ratio between top and bottom cell of 2:1 allow a

lean interconnection design and low integration losses. We present an approach for

the integration of bypass diodes for the protection against shading effects that allow

to minimize string-end and shading losses for a system of modules featuring 3T cells.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Tandem solar cells with Si bottom cells have drawn high interest in

the recent years since they allow to raise the efficiency of conven-

tional single junction Si solar cells.1–3 The easiest way to integrate tan-

dem devices into a module is a stack of two series-connected subcells

with two terminals (2T)4,5 and to interconnect them in series similar to

conventional solar cells. This is done by connecting the rear contact of

one cell to the front contact of an adjacent cell. This results in a cell

string with two contacts as illustrated in Figure 1A, which can be inte-

grated in a conventional manner. Due to the series interconnection of

the subcells, this approach requires their current matching. As a con-

sequence, the band gaps of the subcells have to be optimized with

respect to each other and the specific operation conditions. This can

be challenging for outdoor operations with varying irradiation

spectra,5–8 different environmental conditions, or different degrada-

tion rates for the subcells. This constraint can be avoided by contact-

ing the two subcells separately, resulting in devices with four

terminals (4T); see Figure 1B. For stacked tandem, this requires two

(additional) conductive layers to contact the junctions individually,

which comes along with its optical and electrical losses,9,10 and the

separate processing of the subcells and subcell strings.

As an alternative, three-terminal (3T) devices have been devel-

oped5 and fabricated.11,12 A common third terminal enables the

power extraction of the individual subcells and allows the 3T cells to

perform as good as or even better than 4T devices.10,13 Furthermore,

the internal interconnection of top and bottom subcell is done mono-

lithically as for 2T tandems without the need of an additional trans-

parent lateral conductive layer. Most research on 3T tandem devices

focuses on cell level; however, several aspects have to be consideredHenning Schulte-Huxel and Robert Witteck contributed equally.
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when integrating the devices into modules and photovoltaic

(PV) systems.

Three-terminal devices can be fabricated in various forms, which

can be grouped with respect to the relative orientation of the p-n-

junctions of the subcells.14 A device with a tunnel or recombination

junction, where both diodes have the same orientation with respect

to their polarity and are connected in series, is called s-type 3T device

(see Figure 1D). In contrast, a device with a carrier-selective ohmic

contact layer and a reversed diode orientation with respect to their

polarity is called r-type 3T tandem device (see Figure 1C). Figure 1C,D

shows the module integration of r- and s-type 3T cells, respectively.

n top cells in series are interconnected in parallel to m bottom cells in

series, where m and n are integers.5,6,15 Thereby, the voltage of the

top and the bottom cells, Vtop and Vbot, are constrained to a voltage

ratio of Vtop/Vbot = m/n. This requires a voltage-matching of the sub-

cells, where the ratio m/n is defined by the chosen module integra-

tion. This constrains the voltage and reduces the efficiency compared

to an independent operation.5–7,16 However, the losses due to non-

optimal bandgap combinations or changing illumination spectra5–7,16

are smaller for 3T devices than for 2T devices as the currents of the

subcells can vary independently. Due to the logarithmic dependence

of voltage on the illumination intensity, a voltage matched 3T tandem

has a higher robustness against spectral variation than a current

matched 2T device.5–7,16 This leads to an overall higher energy yield

also when including temperature effects.6,16–18 Furthermore, it allows

in case of 3T cell strings that the current ratio of the top and bottom

cell can vary without high energy yield losses.17 As a consequence,

the 3T cell strings can harvest additional light due to bifaciality more

efficiently than 2T devices, which allows an increase in energy yield.

The interconnection scheme of, for example, one top cell in paral-

lel to two bottom cells requires to contact the terminals of a 3T device

not only to its nearest neighbor but also to its second-nearest neigh-

bor (see Figure 1C,D). The latter is however missing at the string ends

leading to power losses in the order of at least one 3T device as

described in Gee5 and McMahon et al.15 The string-end losses vary

with the number of series- and parallel-interconnected cells as well as

the subcell configuration, that is, whether the subcells are series or

reverse connected.

Apart from the fundamental string-end losses for r- and s-type

cells as well as the various string voltage-matching configurations,

several aspects of the practical module integration have not been

addressed in the literature so far. Therefore, this work analyzes the

practical module integration of 3T cells in dependence on the cell con-

figuration. We focus on 2:1 voltage-matched devices as they generally

result in the lowest string-end losses.5,15 We present an interconnec-

tion design based on back-contact solar cells and analyze the string

interconnection complexity in terms of cell wiring. Furthermore, we

analyze the string-end losses with regard to non-ideally voltage-

matched subcells from the substring up to the system level. Moreover,

we present for the first time a bypass diode concept for a string with

3T cells to mitigate partial-shading losses and reverse-bias damage.

2 | MODEL PARAMETERS AND
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

2.1 | Cell design

In this study, we focus on the r- and s-type cell configuration with a

voltage ratio for the top cell voltage Vtop and the bottom cell voltage

Vbot of 2:1, that is, Vtop = 2 � Vbot, when interconnected in the cell

string. A typical material combination for monolithic devices allowing

for such a voltage ratio is for instance a perovskite/silicon tandem.12

Voltage ratios based on higher integers are less favorable for different

reasons 5,6,15 as will be discussed in the following. Figure 2 shows

both cell configurations with (a) showing the r-type and (b) showing

F IGURE 1 Illustration of
interconnection schemes of (A) two-
terminal (2T), (B) four-terminal (4T), (C) r-
type three-terminal (3T), and (D) s-type
3T devices. For the 3T devices, a voltage
ratio of top to bottom cell of 2:1 is
assumed. The schematics only show the
middle sections of a string. Colored edges
show the parallel paths within the string.

[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the s-type configuration, respectively. For the cell architecture, we

consider an interdigitated back contacted (IBC) bottom cell with a full-

area top cell.19 Thus, the rear side of the tandem device features the

root (R) and common (Z) contacts and the front side features the top

(T) contact.14 This architecture has the advantage that it does not

require a lateral conducting contact in-between the subcells for the Z

contact, which would result in additional optical and electrical losses.

2.2 | Cell parameters

For our simulation study on the string-end losses, we consider a

perovskite (PSC) top and silicon bottom cell as tandem cell application

scenario. Our model is based on the measurement parameters given

in Gharibzadeh et al.20 We employ a single-diode model (SDM) imple-

mented in LTspiceXVII and re-model the reference values within a

deviation of 1% from the measured parameters. As input parameter

for the SDM, we employ the short-circuit current density Jsc and fit

the dark saturation current density J01 until our modeled open-circuit

voltage Voc matches the one in the reference. Further, we fit the

series resistance Rs to match the reported fill factor FF. The values are

given in Table 1. We vary J01 of the top cell in the range from

9.22 � 10�4 fA/cm2 to 9.22 � 10�13 fA/cm2 to simulate the effect of

different voltage ratios between top and bottom cell on the string-

end losses. The variation of the J01 results in a Voc variation from 0.97

to 1.50 V.

2.3 | String modeling and experimental verification

We use a string of 20 interconnected 3T silicon (Si) solar cells to verify

our electrical model for the modeling of string-end losses. The string

consists of full and halved Si solar cells only as at the time of writing

perovskite solar cells with the dimensions of full-sized silicon solar

cells are not available to us. A full Si solar cell emulating the bottom

cell is connected in parallel to two in series connected Si half-cells

emulating the top cell. The silicon-based top and bottom cells are

interconnected in the r-type configuration to emulate a parallel/series

interconnection of twenty 3T cells. For the cell interconnection, we

employ cell interconnection ribbons (CIR) soldered to the cells' bus-

bars. The CIR of the subcells can be contacted individually between

the cells on the rear side of the module to measure the current–

voltage (IV) characteristics of a string with a varying number of cells.

Further, the emulator allows to connect and disconnect the first top

and last bottom cell from the circuit, which allows additional measure-

ment configurations to verify the electrical model. For further details

on the module and the modeling, we refer to Witteck et al.21

3 | CELL INTERCONNECTION DEPENDING
ON CELL DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the conceptual string interconnection of 3T cells for

the (c) r-type and (d) s-type cell configuration. These cell configura-

tions also result in a different potential difference between the three

terminals of the device when operating them under illumination as

visualized in Figure 2. In case of the r-type devices, the maximal volt-

age difference is the voltage across the top cell junction and thus

between contacts T and Z. For the s-type devices, the maximal volt-

age is between contacts T and R and thus the sum of the voltages of

TABLE 1 Parameters of a single-diode model to reproduce the JV-parameters of the perovskite top and silicon bottom cell reported in
Gharibzadeh et al.20 and the resulting conversion efficiencies η.

Jsc (mA/cm2) J01 (fA/cm
2) Rs (Ωcm2) Rsh (kΩcm2) η (%) FF (%) Voc (V)

Top cell 19.85 9.22 � 10�7 7.7402 10 17.4 76.7 1.14

Bottom cell 15.6 108.8 1.5471 13,3 8.3 80.6 0.66

Note: In the string-end loss variation, J01 of the top cell is a free parameter to simulate the effect of different top and bottom cell voltage-matching ratios

and varies from (9.22 � 10�4 to 9.22 � 10�13) fA/cm2.

F IGURE 2 Voltage between the three terminals of a 3T solar cell
with (A) showing the r-type and (B) showing the s-type configuration.
The nomenclature and images are adapted from Warren et al.14

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the top and bottom cell junction. This also has implications for the

module integration and results in different cell interconnection for r-

and s-type 3TT as will be shown in the following.

Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional representation of the intercon-

nection for the (a) r-type and (b) s-type configuration. The blue-

colored front side represents the top contact T of the 3T cells. The

red- and green-colored rear sides represent the Z and R contacts of

the 3T device, respectively. For simplicity, Figure 3 shows only one

busbar per polarity for the 3T cells. Note that in reality, an IBC bottom

cell for instance features many busbars on the rear side with alternat-

ing polarity. Moreover, the IBC busbar interconnectors are depicted in

this two-dimensional representation above each other instead of next

to each other.

Starting from the left in Figure 3A, the joined Z contact in red is

connected to ground and the voltage difference between the Z and R

contact is Vbot, the voltage of the bottom cell. The top cell between

the blue and red contact has twice the voltage of the bottom cell. The

interconnection of the bottom cells is realized analogously to typical

IBC cells with busbars, where subsequent cells are positioned to align

alternating busbars for each polarity, thus allowing a straight intercon-

nect connecting the cells. The very same interconnect contacting the

R and Z contacts of two adjacent cells' rear sides can be used to con-

tact the subsequent cell's front contact T with the same potential; see

the orange interconnect in Figure 3A. As the green and blue contact

have the same polarity, they can be interconnected to each other in

order to collect their current as already demonstrated in Zehender

et al.22 This results in a simple sequence of a front-back interconnec-

tion and an IBC interconnection with the same interconnect; thus, it is

a combination of two established interconnection processes, one as

used for bifacially contacted solar cells and one for rear-contacted

solar cells. The front-back interconnection can also be done by other

approaches such as shingling, omitting and the need to contact, for

example, a pressure sensitive perovskite layer with an interconnect.

In case of an interconnection of s-type devices in Figure 3B, from

the perspective of the common Z contacts (red) the T (blue) and the R

(green) contact are located in opposite directions. This results in lon-

ger interconnects compared to the r-type; see, for example, the

orange interconnect in Figure 3A,B. Additional to the 33% longer

path, the interconnect must pass one cell without contacting the met-

allization or the other interconnect, requiring an additional insulation

layer on the cell's rear side.

Considering the position of the contact at the same potential with

respect to the Z contact, we observe that in case of the r-type devices

the interconnect contacting the equipotential R and T contacts leads

in the same direction with respect to the Z contact. Therefore, the

interconnect connecting the T and the Z contact passes by the R con-

tact and connects it; see Figure 3A. In contrast, for an s-type string,

the equipotential contacts are located in opposite directions with

F IGURE 3 Strings of (A) r- and (B) s-type 2:1 3T devices with exemplary orientation of polarities at terminals. Corresponding to the contact
naming in Figure 2 it is shown in the magenta inset. The red contact in this figure is the joined contact Z, which is contacted to the green contact
R of the bottom and the blue contact T of the top cells through a junction. The interconnects are depicted in black except one contact is in

orange to highlight the repeating element. The two contacts of the bottom cell are alternating from cell to cell. For simplicity the bottom cell
contacts are depicted above each other. On a real cell, the bottom contacts are next to each other. m and n refer to the integer of the voltage
ratio m/n = Vtop/Vbot, here 2:1. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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respect to the Z contact. Thus, the interconnect between T and Z con-

tact needs to be extended and to skip one cell. The length of the inter-

connects is proportional to the integers from the voltage ratio m/

n = Vtop/Vbot, as shown in Figure 3. This results in the following length

of the interconnect Lic for a linear interconnection of the 3T cells with

a voltage ratio of m/n:

Lic ≈ max m, nð Þþ1½ ��Lcell for r�type 1að Þ
mþnþ1ð Þ�Lcell for s�type 1bð Þ

n
, ð1Þ

where Lcell is the length of one cell in string direction. As the intercon-

nect has also to contact the Z contact, this results in the +1 term. For

simplicity, we ignore the cell gap and the distance between the end of

the interconnect to the cell edge. For the interconnection of 2T

devices, the interconnect length would be twice Lcell. Consequently,

an r-type string and an s-type of 3:2 voltage-matched 3T cells results

in a total length of the interconnects of about four and six times the

cell length, respectively. As the cells have three contacts, for the s-

type devices, the three other interconnects must pass the cell without

contacting it. This causes additional efforts for insulation as well as

costs and series resistance contributions due the long interconnects.

Thus, for 3:2 s-type 3T devices, linear interconnection schemas are

not feasible and matrix approaches23 in combination with multi-layer

conductive back sheets may offer a (expensive) alternative.

4 | EFFECTS AT ENDS OF STRINGS

Figure 4A shows a string of 3T cells in r-type configuration for a volt-

age ratio of 2:1 for the top and bottom cells in a simple diode repre-

sentation. The string ends on the left- and right-hand side have two

terminals on different voltage levels. The connections in Figure 4A are

numbered with 1 and 2 to reference in the following the option to

include or exclude the connections. In general, power electronics are

connected to the string ends with one terminal per polarity. As they

are all on different potential levels, joining the string ends into one

terminal results in a partial voltage loss, as the first and last top cells

are only in parallel to one bottom cell. Further, the bottom cell at the

left string end will be shortened by joining the black and green contact

with connection 1. Alternatively, one could omit connections 1 and

2 at the left- and right-hand side.

We measure the effect of different string-end configurations for

a varying string length with our Si 3T emulator module. These mea-

surements help in understanding the effect of different string-end

configuration on the string-end losses and to verify the electrical

model. The blue and green symbols in Figure 5 show our measure-

ment results for the cases when the left bottom cell is operated in

short circuit and not delivering power to the string (connection

1 closed) or included in the string (connection 1 open), respectively.

Note that disconnecting the left bottom cell and operating it in open

circuit yields a similar result. The measured power at the maximum

power point (MPP) of the string Pmpp is divided by the sum of the indi-

vidual cell MPP powers Pideal. Hence, the graph also shows the string-

end losses as a function of the string length.

When leaving connection 1 open, the very left bottom cell is

included in the string, and the left top cell is connected in parallel to

two bottom cells. This situation results in higher power for short

strings with up to six cells due to the higher voltage by including the

F IGURE 4 Illustration of interconnection schemes in a diode
representation for strings of (A) r-type and (B) s-type 3T solar cells. A
2:1 voltage ratio of top to bottom cell is assumed. The red dashed lines
are optional connections between the string terminals having a large
impact on the overall string power. In case the numbered red dashed
connections 1 and 2 are formed, the red cells (representing a single
diode) deliver no power to the string and the yellow cells about half
their power. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] F IGURE 5 Measured (symbols) and simulated (solid lines) power

at the maximum power point (MPP) of the string Pmpp is divided by
the sum of the individual cell MPP powers Pideal. The green and blue
symbols show the experimental results for the cases when the left
bottom cell is connected to or disconnected from the string. The
simulated results are given for all four combinations of open or closed
connections 1 and 2 in Figure 4. The dashed grey line corresponds to
the loss of one cell per string with X cells according to Equation 2a.
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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left bottom cell (green symbols) compared to the case, where the left

bottom cell is disconnected from the string (blue symbols). However,

the current for the second top and bottom cells from the left-hand

side will be limited by the current through the very left bottom cell.

This limits the current of the whole string, and thus, for strings with

more than six cells, disconnecting the left bottom cell leads to a higher

string power than in the case where the string current is limited by

the left bottom cell. The number of cells for which it is advantageous

to open or close the connection 1 depends on the current that is miss-

ing due to the limiting cell at the string ends and the voltage loss when

bypassing the left bottom cell. Thus, the turnover point depends on

the properties of the subcells and, their specific IV-parameters.

The solid lines in Figure 5 show the simulations with our electrical

model. The simulations describe the experimental measurement

within the measurement uncertainty. For completeness, also, the

effect of the open or closed connection 2 is shown. Out of the four

combinations of open or closed contacts 1 and 2, closing 1 and

2 allows the highest power for long strings, since the current of all

parallel paths in the center of the string can be transported to the ter-

minal. If one of the two contacts is open, either the first or last bottom

cell in the string is limiting the string current. If connection 1 is closed

and connection 2 is open, the string has the lowest power as the volt-

age is reduced by the missing left bottom cell and the current is lim-

ited by the right bottom cell. A detailed analysis of the IV curves is

given in Witteck et al.21

In the preferred combination for longer strings of combining all

contacts at the string ends, the current in all parallel paths (blue, dark

red, and green) can reach the string's terminals. The left bottom cell

(red diode in Figure 4A) is disconnected from the string. The first and

last top cells of the string are connected in parallel to their bottom

cells to reach the required current of the other cells in the string.

However, due to the missing neighboring cells, they operate at about

half voltage (yellow diodes). This results in sum in a power loss of

about one 3T cell. For the s-type 3T devices with the same voltage

matching (VM) ratio in Figure 4B, even two 3T cells are lost in total.

We have defined in McMahon et al.15 a generalized approach approxi-

mating the power loss at the string ends Pendloss:

Pendloss ≈ max m, nð Þ�1½ ��Ptandem for r�type 2að Þ
mþn�1ð Þ�Ptandem for s�type 2bð Þ

n
, ð2Þ

where m/n = Vtop/Vbot is the ratio of the n top cells in parallel to

m bottom cells, resulting in the given ratio of their voltages, and Ptan-

dem the power of one 3T cell under the given VM condition. All higher

m and n values of the voltage ratio result in significantly higher string-

end losses, for example, an s-type cell with a low-band-gap perovskite

and a voltage ratio of 3:2 results in a power loss of about 4 cells per

string. The grey line in Figure 5 corresponds to the loss of one cell per

string with X cells ([X�1]/X) according to Equation 2a.

Figure 5 shows the results for an experimental device emulating a

string of 3T devices using equal types of cells, here only Si solar cells.

This results in almost perfect voltage matching conditions with only

small voltage differences at the maximum power point due to resistive

effects. In order to investigate the string-end losses for a realistic

device, we adjust our electrical model to the parameters of a

perovskite-silicon tandem solar cell. Gharibzadeh et al.20 show that

perovskites allow for a tunable band gap, which affects the cell's

open-circuit voltage and thus the VM. We fit our single-diode model

to the measurement results in Gharibzadeh et al.20 For simplicity, we

vary J01 in the range from 9.22 � 10�4 fA/cm2 to 9.22 � 10�13

fA/cm2 to simulate the effect of deviations from the ideal voltage

matching. We define this deviation as voltage difference ΔVmpp =

Vmpp,top � 2 � Vmpp,bottom to characterize the mismatch between the

subcells. Vmpp,top and Vmpp,bottom are the voltages at MPP when oper-

ating the subcells independently.

Figure 6 shows power ratios of the simulated MPP string power

Pmpp divided by Pideal parameterized by various cell voltage mis-

matches ΔVmpp given as colored numbers in the figure. Here, we limit

our analysis to the r-type case where the last bottom (left bottom cell

in Figure 4A) cell is disconnected since this is the most suitable con-

nection for strings longer than six cells. On the right-hand side, the

power ratio limited by the voltage mismatch ΔVmpp between one top

cell and two bottom cells is shown, which corresponds to an infinite

string. It is determined by simulations in which we connect two top

cells in parallel to a series of two bottom cells. We simulate the high-

est string power for a voltage difference close to 0 mV. The power

ratio in dependence of the number of cells per string follows again the

shape of the limiting case by ([X-1]/X) according to Equation 2a (gray

dashed line) shifted by the losses due to the voltage mismatch of the

subcells.

F IGURE 6 Simulated power of the cell string Pmpp divided by the
power Pideal of the cells in the string when operating the subcells at
their individual maximum power points (mpp) for various voltage
difference ΔVmpp given in mV by the colored numbers in the plot as a
function of the number of cells per string. The dashed gray line
corresponds to the loss of one cell per string with X cells according to
Equation 2a. Note the interception of the abscissa to indicate the
power ratio for an infinite string [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 7 shows the superposition of the string-end losses

according to Equation 2a and the mismatch losses (dashed lines),

that is, ([X�1]/X) multiplied by the power of an infinite string, as

well as the simulated values (solid lines) for strings of 10 (red) and

80 cells (black). The figure shows an asymmetrical power loss for

equal absolute voltage differences│ΔVmpp│. A positive mismatch,

corresponding in the simulated case to a top cell with higher Vmpp,

leads to higher power losses compared to the same absolute values

of the voltage difference │ΔVmpp│in the case of a negative mis-

match. In case of a negative mismatch, the voltage of the top cell is

reduced by increasing J01. This results in a decrease in the fill factor

and thus a smaller power loss when deviating from the maximum

power point.

Another noticeable aspect in Figure 7 is that the simulated power

for the string is higher than the power from the superposition of miss-

ing one cell per string (Equation 2) and the voltage mismatch ΔVmpp.

The power from the superposition shows a higher power loss than

the simulation with negative ΔVmpp. In theory, the last top cells in the

string operate at half their voltage and it is assumed that it provides

only half of its power, i.e., in total the power of one top cell is lost.15

As shown in Figure 8 for the case of ΔVmpp = � 209 mV and a string

of 20 cells (compare blue curve in Figure 6), the losses of the left and

right top cells in the string are less than half of their power. The rea-

son is that they are in parallel to one single bottom cell (second left

and right bottom cell, respectively) and forced to lower voltages than

their Vmpp,top when they are operated individually. Therefore, their

current is increased compared to Impp,top. Consequently, the current of

the bottom cells decreases as well to keep the sum of the currents

throughout the string in the parallel paths constant. The latter results

in a higher voltage for the top and bottom cells. Thus, the top cells

operate at a higher voltage than half its Vmpp,top and at higher currents

leading to a higher power than 50% of the cells' power in the center

of the string.

When the voltage mismatch is positive and larger, the top cells in

the center also operate at voltages lower than their Vmpp,top and at

currents higher than their Impp,top at independent operation. Thus,

shift to smaller voltages for the first and last top cell has small to no

effect on its current at that operation point. Additionally, the fill factor

of the top cells is larger for higher ΔVmpp and the difference between

Impp,top and the current at the operation points decreases. Thus, the

current gain for the first and last top cell vanishes, and the shift of the

operation points to minimize the string end losses decreases com-

pared to the case of negative ΔVmpp.

A negative shift of the operation point allows to reduce the

string-end power losses compared to Equation 2a. For example, for

ΔVmpp = �209 mV as in the case of the parameter given in Table 1

and a string of 10 and 80 cells, the power loss is 81% and 82% of the

power of a 3T cell. A positive shift of the operation point approaches

F IGURE 7 Power ratio Pmpp/Pideal simulated by network
simulations (solid lines) in comparison to the superposition of the
string end losses according to Equation 2a. In red and black strings of
10 and 80 cells are analyzed, respectively. [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 8 Top and bottom row show the efficiency in % of the subcells in a cell string of 20 cells for the top and bottom cells, respectively.
As input parameters of the single-diode model, we use the values of Table 1. The color code highlights the relative power of the individual cells
between 0 (red) and 17.7% (green). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 9 Illustration of interconnection schemes in a diode representation for two modules (dashed frames) with two substrings each in the
r-type configuration with bypass diodes integrated to protect the module substrings from too large reverse bias. The string-end losses are
transferred from substring level to the ends of the module strings. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the theory predicting that 100% of a full tandem cell is lost. For exam-

ple, for ΔVmpp = 135 mV and a string of 10 and 80 cells, the power

loss is 99.7% and 98.8% of the power of a full tandem cell, respec-

tively. Please note that the shift of the operation point at the string

ends causes an alternating pattern of the currents through the top

and bottom cells resulting in an alternating pattern of the cell efficien-

cies within the string; see Figure 8. The extent of the power differ-

ence of the alternating pattern decreases with increasing ΔVmpp for

the reasons explained above.

5 | STRING END LOSSES ON SYSTEM
LEVEL

The presented cell interconnection shows a practical way of creating

very long cell strings and thus reduces the string-end losses to a mini-

mum. However, it is known from standard solar modules that long

strings carry the risk of reverse-bias problems in case of current mis-

match in the string, for example, due to partial shading. In the follow-

ing, we quantify the string-end losses for PV system of modules with

3T tandem cells and suggest a bypass diode schematic to mitigate

reverse-bias-related issues.

We have shown the robustness of r-type strings with 2:1 voltage-

matched 3T cells with respect to partial shading due to the parallel

current path in Witteck et al.21 Nevertheless, a bypass diode is

required to protect the cells from too high power dissipation due to

reverse bias in case of shading events. One could short circuit the

string ends as shown in Figure 4A,B (red dashed lines connections and

2 closed) resulting in string-end losses for each substring in parallel to

a bypass diode according to Equation 2a,b. Alternatively, at the sys-

tem level the substrings could be interconnected by two connections

at the string ends allowing to circumvent the issue of the missing

neighboring cells and to maintain the periodic parallel connection of

one top cell to two bottom cells. Please note that the number of con-

nections is one less than the number of above mentioned parallel

paths (Equation 1). So, for an s-type module with a voltage ratio of

3:2, one would need five connections. The interconnection into mod-

ule strings however requires suitable integration of the bypass diodes

to protect the cell strings. The 2:1 r-type configuration allows to inte-

grate a bypass diode in parallel to a continuous string. This allows to

shift the string-end loss from the substring level of a module to the

end of the module string on system level; see Figure 9. However, due

to the parallel current paths, the last top cell in the strings is not pro-

tected by the bypass diode in parallel to the string (please note: for all

other configurations than 2:1 voltage matched r-type strings, the

number of not protected subcells is higher than one cell per string).

One option among others is to protect this top cell by an additional

bypass diode in parallel to that top cell. In this way, the whole sub-

string is protected by two bypass diodes and has two terminals at

each string-end allowing an interconnection of the substrings with

marginal string-end losses for 2:1 voltage matched strings. Note that

the length of the substring protected by the bypass diodes can be

adjusted to limit the maximum reverse bias for the tandem cells. A

patent application has been filed for this novel way of interconnection

and integration of the bypass diodes.24

Today, a state-of-the-art PV system is usually designed for a sys-

tem voltage of 1,000 V. Thus, we consider a typical module design for

the simulated perovskite-silicon tandem module with 72 cells per

module and 20 such modules per inverter to form the PV system. All

seventy-two 3T cells in a module are connected in series as well as

the 20 modules of the system. Considering the open-circuit voltage of

the simulated perovskite-silicon tandem module this results in a PV

system voltage of about 950 V. Due to the series interconnection of

all substrings and modules, the string-end losses in such a PV system

account for 1/1,440 of the power of one r-type 2:1 3T device instead

of 1/24 as for the module's substring in a module with 72 cells and

3 bypass diodes. This takes into account another significant advantage

of modules with 3T cells: the voltage of a string corresponds to the

number of cells times Vmpp of the bottom cell (approximating perfect

VM) minus the string-end loss according to Equation 2a or b. Adding

one tandem cell adds the same voltage as adding one single junction

(bottom) cell. In case of 2T devices, adding one cell to the string adds

the Vmpp,bottom of the bottom cell plus the Vmpp,top of the top cell, that

is, roughly three-times Vmpp of the single junction (bottom) cell. This

aspect is of high relevance for the interconnection of tandem devices

with perovskite top cells being highly sensitive to reverse voltage

bias.25 Combined with the fact that in case of partial shading the miss-

ing current has to be carried not only by the one shaded top cell, but

also to the neighboring parallel top cells (red and green current paths

in Figure 9) the voltage drop is distributed over two top cells. Hence,

less bypass diodes are required to secure a string of 3T tandems com-

pared to a string with 2T tandem cells.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

From a module perspective, 3T devices and strings come along with

significant advantages compared to 2T devices, that is, lower voltages

per tandem cell, robustness against spectral mismatch and partial

shading. Additionally, compared to 2T tandem cell modules, modules

with 3T tandem cell can take full advantage of the absorbed bifacial

irradiance as the current of top and bottom cells can be unequal.

However, it requires a more complex interconnection scheme which

suffers from string-end losses depending on the voltage ratio of the

top and bottom cell and their internal connection. Even though for

example an s-type interconnection might be beneficial for the proces-

sing and performance of individual 3T devices,11 it results for all volt-

age ratios in significant additional efforts for insulation, costs for the

longer interconnects, as well as corresponding series resistance and

string-end losses. The most attractive 3T device for module integra-

tion is an r-type cell with a voltage ratio of 2:1 due to the lowest

string-end losses. Further, we showed in this study a relatively simple

interconnection scheme for those devices. This interconnection com-

bines two established interconnection processes, with the one used

for bifacially interconnected solar cells and the other for rear-contact

solar cells. It requires the lowest wiring length compared to other

8 SCHULTE-HUXEL ET AL.
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voltage ratios or s-type strings, with no need for complex interconnec-

tion schemes or insulation.

The string-end losses depend mainly on the cell configuration (r-

or s-type) leading to losses corresponding to the power of one or

more 3T devices. In this study, we also showed that they are influ-

enced by the properties and the voltage ratio of the subcells. A frac-

tion of the string-end losses can be recovered for cells with low fill

factor and in case of voltage-limiting top cells. However, for highly

efficient subcells and well-matched voltage combination the partial

recovery is only a small fraction of the power of one 3T device. Thus,

for long strings, the approximation published in McMahon et al.15

describes the string-end losses reasonably well.

The upshot of the presented IBC-based interconnection of 3T

devices is that it allows the construction of very long strings and to

extend the effective string length for the string-end losses to the

module or PV system level. This transfers the string-end losses from a

substring to the entire PV system. We quantified the string-end losses

for a 1,000 V limited example system consisting of 20 modules each

featuring 72 cells with an r-type configuration and voltage ratio of

2:1. Our analysis shows that the string-end loss is only 1/1,440 of the

power of a tandem cell. Increasing the system size to e.g. a 1,500 V

system will further reduce the string-end losses. We also addressed

the reverse-bias problem in case of current mismatch in the event of

partially shading such a long string by presenting a novel interconnec-

tion scheme employing bypass diodes.

We have shown that the interconnection of 3T devices can be

formed by an easy manner and that the losses at the string ends can

be minimized in order to benefit from the advantage of 3T tandem

solar cells that allow to use broader bandgap combinations of the sub-

cells, higher energy yield and using the full potential of a bifacial appli-

cation of tandem devices.
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